
The mini mobile home in a box: from car to camper van in 1 minute



A good traveller has no fixed plans,  
and is not intent on arriving.







compact
 fast
compatible

QUQUQ is a compact   system without any lose parts.

Pop QUQUQ in your car in the blink of an eye. 
Make the bed in a jiffy. 
The kitchen is good to go in no time.

QUQUQ fits in many different vehicles and can be changed from one to another.



The mini mobile home in a box:  
from car to camper van in 1 minute.

The patented QUQUQ camping  
module is perfect for those free- 
spirited and spontaneous travel-
lers who don’t want a mobile home. 
QUQUQ combines a kitchen, bed  
and storage space all in one box. 
Simply pop QUQUQ into your boot 
and the mini mobile home is good  
to go in just 1 minute. Bon voyage!



Brilliantly simple

The QUQUQ module has been cleverly designed and is practical down to a T: 
the bed folds out by pulling a handle and even has a 10 cm-thick cold foam 
mattress. There’s no need to piece together any individual parts, nor any need 
to rearrange your vehicle. The kitchen even comes equipped with a 2-burner 
stove, 20 l of drinking water, a sink, worktop and storage area and can be used 
from the word go. What’s more, you can access all the facilities at the same 
time, and all without the fuss of making any alterations.

Light, robust and compatible

The QUQUQ box is extremely robust, yet so light that it can be lifted by hand. 
All the materials we use, such as aluminium, waterproof multiplex and stain-
less steel, guarantee you can use this product for years to come. And if you 
change your vehicle – no problem: QUQUQ KombiBox fits in over 40 different 
types of high roof vans, and our BusBox fits in over 60 different buses and 
transporters.



Taking a detour  
means you’ll get  

to know the region  
all the better





Quick set-up

Open up, pop the box in,  
close up and off you go.  
That’s how easy  
holidaying can be!

Good to go in just 1 minute

Don’t have any craft skills, 
strong muscles or years’ 
worth of camping experi-
ence? No problem! You 
don’t need any of that with 
QUQUQ: you can simply 
carry the box using the 
fold-away handles on its 
side and easily pop it in the 
boot. There’s no separate 
parts that you have to 
collect, meaning there’s 
nothing you can forget or 
lose. That’s it, you can set 
off on your travels!

set-up



Easy to handle

The box is easy for two people 
to carry. The KombiBox weighs 
about as much as four crates 
of drinks. So if you can lift two 
crates of water, you’ll have no 
problems with QUQUQ. The bed 
can be detached from the larger 
BusBoxes, as well as D-Boxes 
and G-Boxes, to make setting 
up more simple.

There’s 2 more fold-away han-
dles located at the rear of the 
box to make it easy to handle, 
or you could also use them for 
attaching a cool box, bags or 
storage boxes.

Compact and robust

The box can fit through any 
standard house door and can 
be stored in less than 1sqm. You 
don’t need to make any altera-
tions to your car to use it, drill 
any holes, nor have to rewrite 
the car documents.

Handmade in Germany

All edges are well protected 
by aluminium profiles and the 
watertight wood we use is 
extremely resilient. QUQUQ is 
“handmade in Germany”, as 
well as very robust and hard-
wearing: perfect for  
mobile outdoor use.



The comfortable bed

Fold out, lie down, chill out.  
It doesn’t get much faster.

The superfast bed

If you’re tired, you want to 
sleep – immediately and 
without having to reor-
ganise or rearrange your 
vehicle. With our cleverly 
designed bed, everything 
is ready in one pull of 
the handle: pull the bed 
forwards, hook it onto the 
seatbelts or unfold the legs 
– done!

There’s no need to assem-
ble any individual parts, 
pull out any telescopic rails 
or arrange any upholstery. 
Everything can stay where 
it is as the 195 cm bed just 
folds out over the top.bed



Maximum comfort

Lie back and relax on our 10 cm thick cold foam mattress, 
where you’ll be comfier than on any sleeping mat or air 
bed, and it’s even better than in many mobile homes. 
You’re guaranteed to get a good night’s sleep, meaning 
you can enjoy every single day of your holiday feeling 
well-rested.
What’s more, the mattress is extremely long-lasting and 
its excellent breathability makes for fantastic sleeping 
conditions. We use high-quality cold foam material that 
is certified according to Standard 100 by Oeko-Tex. The 
bed covers are made from pure cotton and can be easily 
stripped off and washed.

Truly practical

The bed is completely separate from the kitchen, mean-
ing while one person lies in bed, the other can make the 
coffee. The fold-out bed is also self-supporting, so you can 
leave the back seats in your vehicle, or for a longer jour-
ney, why not take them out and have plenty more room for 
storage?



The convenient kitchen

Cook, drink, eat and wash up. Our kitchen 
caters for all your creature comforts.

If you’re ravenous, 
you want your food 
to be ready as quickly 
as possible. With 
QUQUQ, you have 
everything instantly 
on hand, so cooking  
is a piece of cake.

kitchen
All boxes are available as  KITCHEN BOXES without folding bed



You can cook whilst protected by the lid of 
the boot and using the opened box cover 
as a worktop or storage space.

To your left, there’s a pull-out cooking 
module with a 2-burner stove, wind protec-
tion and storage compartment for kitchen 
utensils and food. You can start cooking 
straight away and you have direct access 
to everything you need.

There’s tons of storage space located in 
the middle compartment of the KombiBox, 
MidiBox and BusBox. Why not use it to 
store your bags, shopping, or euro-boxes?

To your right, there are two 10l water can-
isters with an outlet tap which can easily 
be taken out and refilled. The whole unit 
is reliable and works without an electricity 
supply. There are 2 bowls located beneath 
the water canisters which can be used as 

either washbasins, or to store fruit and 
vegetables etc. Next to the canister is a 
small compartment where you can store 
things such as fold-out chairs.

If you have a cool box, you can put it in 
the back of the vehicle, or behind the front 
seats. You have a free choice of models 
and you’re not restricted to certain as-
sembly dimensions, not to mention that 
you have access to a cold drink during the 
drive. You can also opt for a telescopic 
pull-out for your cool box, which can go in 
the medium compartment of the BusBox, 
MidiBox and KombiBox. The gas-cartridge 
stove can be removed and does not require 
official permission.

All the kitchen equipment has been delib-
erately designed so that it is both simple 
and robust, making the QUQUQ particularly 
resilient and long-lasting.



KitchenBoxes  
dimensions

KombiBox W  106 x H 42 x D  76 cm
MidiBox  W  110 x H  53 x D  76 cm
BusBox-1/2 W  115 x H  48 x D  76 cm 
BusBox-3 W  110 x H  60 x D  76 cm 
BusBox-4 W  110 x H  42 x D  76 cm
D-Box W  73 x H  42 x D  76 cm
FlatBox  W  102 x H  32 x D  76 cm
G-Box  W  81 x H  42 x D  76 cm

kitchenboxes

All boxes are available as  KITCHEN BOXES without folding bed







QUQUQ travellers  
are just as diverse as 
the plans they devise  

and the countries  
they explore.  

Whether it’s a trip  
to the rugged north 
or the sultry south, 

there’s always  
a little piece of home 

in your boot.



kombibox



The QUQUQ KombiBox fits in the following vehicles:

You can find the detailed vehicle model list on the latest version at www.ququq.info

Citroën  Berlingo First
 Berlingo II 
 Berlingo III 
 Berlingo III XL

Dacia  Dokker

Fiat  Doblò I
 Doblò II
 Doblò II long 

Ford  Tourneo Connect I
 Tourneo Connect II
 Tourneo Grand Connect II

Mercedes  Citan
 Citan extralong
 Vaneo

Nissan  NV 200/Evalia
 NV 250 L1/L2 
 Townstar

Opel  Combo C
 Combo D
 Combo D long  
 Combo E
 Combo E long

Peugeot  Partner Origin
 Partner Tepee 
 Rifter 
 Rifter long

Renault  Kangoo I
 Kangoo II
 Grand Kangoo II 
 Kangoo III

Toyota  Proace City Verso
 Proace City Verso long

VW  Caddy 3/4/5
 Caddy Maxi 3/4/5

KombiBox contents:

•  Campingbox
•  Cooking compartment
•  Wind protection
•  2-burner gas-cartridge stove
• 2 gas-cartridges
•  2  10 l canisters with 1 outlet tap
•  2 stainless steel bowls
•  Fold-out bed (carries 180 kg) with straps  
 (adjustable without tools), partial fold-out legs
•  High-quality cold foam mattress,
 110 x 195 cm, 10 cm thick, 3-part
•  Fitted bed sheets, 3-part, 100% cotton
• 500 daN lashing strap
•  Weight of cooking compartment and  
 fold-out bed – 60kg plus furnishings  
 (stove, canisters, bowls, mattress)
•  Area of the box W 106 x H 42 x D 76 cm 

 optional:
•  Telescopic pull-out for cool boxes



midibox



The QUQUQ MidiBox fits in the following vehicles:

Citroën SpaceTourer
 Jumpy 3

Fiat Ulysse
 Scudo 3

Nissan NV 200/Evalia

Opel Zafira Life D
 Vivaro C 

Peugeot Traveller
 Expert 3

Toyota Proace
 Proace Verso

UAZ Buchanka

MidiBox contents:

•  Campingbox
• Cooking compartment
•  Wind protection
•  2-burner gas-cartridge stove
• 2 gas-cartridges
•  2  10l canisters with 1 outlet tap
•  2 plastic bowls
•  Fold-out bed (carries 180 kg) with  
 fold-out legs and size adapters
•  High-quality cold foam mattress,
 125 x 195 cm, 10 cm thick, 3-part
•  Fitted bed sheets, 3-part, 100% cotton
• 500 daN lashing strap
•  Weight of cooking compartment and  
 fold-out bed – 67 kg plus furnishings  
 (stove, canisters, bowls, mattress)
•  Area of the box W 110 x H 53 x D 76 cm

 optional:
•  Telescopic pull-out for cool boxesYou can find the detailed vehicle model list on the latest version at www.ququq.info



busbox



The QUQUQ BusBox fits in the following vehicles:

Citroën  Jumpy II
 Jumper

Fiat  Ducato
 Scudo II
 Talento

Ford  Tourneo Custom
 Transit Custom new
 Transit Kasten new
 Transit Kasten old

Hyundai  H1

Iveco  Daily

Mercedes  Vito new
 V-Klasse 
 Marco Polo
 Viano old 
 Vito old
 Sprinter

Nissan  Primastar
 NV 300

Opel  Vivaro A
 Vivaro B
 Movano

Peugeot  Expert II
 Boxer

Renault  Trafic II/III
 Master

Toyota  ProAce I

VW  ID.Buzz
 ID.Buzz Cargo
 T4
 T5
 T6 
 T7
 Crafter

BusBox contents:

•  Campingbox
• Cooking compartment, with wind protection
•  2-burner gas-cartridge stove, 2 gas-cartridges
•  2  10l canisters with 1 outlet tap, 2 bowls
•  Fold-out bed (carries 180 kg) depending on model 
 with fold-out legs and/or size adapters
•  Cold foam mattress, 10 cm thick, 3-part
 BusBox-1/2: 134 x 195 cm, BusBox-3+4: 125 x 195 cm
•  Bed covers, 3-part, 100% cotton
• 500 daN lashing strap
•  Weight of the box, including cooking compart- 
 ment – 50kg, bed and mattress – 25 kg plus  
 furnishings (stove, canisters, bowls, mattress)
•  Area of the box 
 BusBox-1/2: W 115 x H 48 x D 76 cm 
 BusBox-3: W 110 x H 60 x D 76 cm 
 BusBox-4: W 110 x H 42 x D 76 cm
 optional:
•  Telescopic pull-out for cool boxes
•  Pedestal to raise the boxYou can find the detailed vehicle model list on the latest version at www.ququq.info

NEU for 
ID.Buzz +  

T7 Multivan 
available
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D-box



D-Box contents:

• Campingbox
•  Cooking compartment
•  Wind protection
•  2-burner gas-cartridge stove
• 2 gas-cartridges
•  2  10l canisters with 1 outlet tap
•  2 stainless steel bowls
• Removable fold-out bed (carries 180 kg)  
 with straps (adjustable without tools)
• High-quality cold foam mattress,
 126 x 195 cm, 10 cm thick, 3-part
• Bed covers, 3-part, 100% cotton
• 500 daN lashing straps
•  Weight of cooking compartment and  
 fold-out bed – 65kg plus furnishings  
 (stove, canisters, bowls, mattress) 
• Area of the box W 73 x H 42 x D 76 cm

The D-Box for the Landrover Defender 110

The D-Box has a 195 cm-long bed, fits 
in the Landrover Defender 110 (till 
2018) and can be used either with or 
without a bank seat in the vehicle.

As the rear door is relatively narrow, 
the first step is to load the 73 cm wide 
kitchen box into the boot, then fix it in 
place with four lashing straps. The 126 
cm-wide bed is then slid length-ways 
onto the kitchen box, rotated by 90° 
and then fixed in place with two star 
grip screws.

Two 10l canisters and two camping 
chairs can be stored in the storage 
compartments. Located underneath 
are two stainless steel bowls which 
can be used as either washbasins or 
containers.



flatbox



FlatBox contents:

•  Campingbox
•  Cooking compartment
•  Wind protection
•  2-burner gas-cartridge stove
• 2 gas-cartridges
•  2  10 l canisters with 1 outlet tap
•  2 stainless steel bowls
•  Fold-out bed (carries 180 kg)  
 with straps (adjustable without tools)
•  High-quality cold foam mattress,
 110 x 195 cm, 10 cm thick, 3-part
•  Fitted bed sheets, 3-part, 100% cotton
• 500 daN lashing straps
•  Weight of cooking compartment and  
 fold-out bed – 50kg plus furnishings  
 (stove, canisters, bowls, mattress)
•  Area of the box W 102 x H 32 x D 76 cm

The FlatBox for the Toyota Land Cruiser

The FlatBox was developed in the 
spring of 2018 for the new Toyota  
Land Cruiser (5-door, 5-seater with 
sliding rear seat). The particularly  
flat kitchen box (H 32 cm) makes it 
suitable for vehicles with a relatively 
low interior height.

The FlatBox fits in the following vehicles:

Toyota Land Cruiser 150

Land Rover Discovery 3
 Discovery 4

Seat Alhambra I 
 2000-2010  
 (without backseat)

You can find the detailed vehicle model list on the latest version at www.ququq.info



G-box



G-Box contents:

• Campingbox
•  Cooking compartment
•  Wind protection
•  2-burner gas-cartridge stove
• 2 gas-cartridges
•  2  10 l canisters with 1 outlet tap
•  2 stainless steel bowls
• 2 storage boxes 30x20x17 cm 
 (or 2 additional 10 l canisters)
• Removable fold-out bed (carries 180 kg)  
 with straps (adjustable without tools)
• High-quality cold foam mattress,
 126 x 195 cm, 10 cm thick, 3-part
• Bed covers, 3-part, 100% cotton
• 500 daN lashing straps
•  Weight of cooking compartment and  
 fold-out bed – 65 kg plus furnishings  
 (stove, canisters, bowls, mattress) 
• Area of the box W 81 x H 42 x D 76 cm

The G-Box for the Mercedes G-class

The G-Box has a 195 cm-long bed, fits 
in the extended version of the G-class 
(till 2018) and can be used either with 
or without a bank seat in the vehicle.

As the rear door is relatively narrow, 
the first step is to load the 81 cm wide 
kitchen box into the boot, then fix it in 
place with four lashing straps. The  
126 cm-wide bed is then slid length-
ways onto the kitchen box, rotated by 
90° and then fixed in place with two 
star grip screws.

Two storage boxes are housed in the 
middle compartment, or alternatively, 
you can choose to have two additional 
10l canisters, meaning you can store 
a total of 40l of drinking water on-
board.



Cotton

Steel

Aluminium

Stainless steel

Birch



Cold foam
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QUQUQ GmbH & Co. KG

Bruchstraße 56
D-45525 Hattingen 
Germany

Tel +49 - 23 24 - 59 77 40
Fax +49 - 23 24 - 59 68 75

info@ququq.info
www.ququq.info/english
 
www.facebook.com/QUQUQinfo
www.youtube.com/QUQUQinfo
www.instagram.com/QUQUQ

 
QUQUQ Showroom & Rental
At our partner Cologne Camper
Auenweg 173, Gebäude 6, D-51063 Köln
Tel. +49 - 221 - 25 92 10 49
info@colognecamper.com
www.colognecamper.com
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